
Brussels conference on transgender abuses violently
disrupted by fecal spraying
Activists from the "Ursula Collective" interrupted a conference by Céline Masson and
Caroline Eliacheff on the abuses of the trans movement at the Café Laïque in Brussels.
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On Thursday 15 December, Professor Céline Masson and child psychiatrist Caroline
Eliacheff were invited to the Café Laïque in Brussels < https://ca�a.be/caroline-eliachef/ >
to present their latest essay La Fabrique de l'enfant transgenre (published by the
Observatoire). The conference, which was intended to stimulate discussion about the
abuses of the trans movement, was quickly interrupted by a collective called "Ursula".
After half an hour, about 20 hooded individuals took advantage of an individual's exit to
rush into the café before throwing clay pots containing litter and excrement at the
audience. The activists also shouted slogans against the association "La petite sirène",
founded by Céline Masson and Caroline Eliacheff.

"After throwing faeces, they knocked over chairs, pushed everyone around and tried to get
to the back of the room, before some people intervened to prevent them from attacking
the lecturers," Florence Bergeaud-Blackler told Figaro <
https://www.le�garo.fr/international/bruxelles-une-conference-sur-le-transgenrisme-
perturbee-par-des-jets-d-excrements-20221216 > , who said she was "shocked" by this
unprecedented attack on her association.
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Shortly after the incident, police arrived but were only able to arrest one activist, while the
rest of the collective had �ed. The rest of the collective had �ed, but the conference
participants insisted that the activists explain their actions. Florence Bergeaud-Blackler
said she had �led a complaint. As for Caroline Eliacheff, she regrets the course of the
evening and the violence of which she is regularly victim. "I'm not at peace anywhere
anymore. The only solution for me is to be present by surprise at events, like last Friday at
a conference at the Faculty of Medicine in Paris, or to ask for a large police presence, as
was the case in Issy-les-Moulineaux where the authorities checked the participants one by
one.
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